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1 Introduction 
In  this  work,  lexamine a  set  of languages  which  appear to  require  resyllabification  post-
lexically;  in  less  derivational  terms,  a  word's  syllabification  in  isolation  differs  from  its 
syllabification  in  a  phrase-internal  context.  Although  many  people,  myself included,  have 
been looking at such cases in  isolation over the years, I bring together several examples here 
to see what features they share and how an  Optimality Theory analysis improves upon rule-
based derivational approaches. 
I  show  that  the  interaction  of word edges  in  phrases  can  be  analyzed  using  alignment 
constraints in  a monostratal Optimality Theory framework (henceforth OT, Prince and Smo-
lensky  1993,  McCarthy and  Prince  1993a).  Across-word syllabification  results  when  con-
straints aligning word boundaries with syllables edges are outranked by constraints on well-
formed syllable structures.  By submitting entire phrases as  input to syllabification, multiple 
levels  of syllabification  are  unnecessary,  in  contrast to  multi-level  theories  such  as  lexical 
phonology  (Kiparsky  1982,  Mohanan  1982)  and  multi-level  OT  (McCarthy  and  Prince 
1993b).  Furthermore, I show an  advantage of the OT perspective: constraints for word-edge 
syllabification  are  not  turned off,  but merely overridden  in  cases  in  which phrasal position 
plays a role in  syllabification.  Such constraints can still exert themselves in the grammar in 
other  circumstances,  despite  being  outranked,  which  is  exactly  the  prediction  of the  OT 
architecture. 
2 Optimality Theory 
I assume basic familiarity with a correspondence version of Optimality theory (McCarthy and 
Prince  1995),  and will  mention  only a few  relevant points  here.  The correspondence con-
straints  include  those  in  (1),  parametrized  for  consonants,  vowels,  and  features,  which 
penalize any deviations between input and output forms. 
(I)  Correspondence Constraints (McCarthy and Prince 1995, p. 264) 
(a) MAX-IO:  Every segment of input has a correspondent in output. 
(b) DEP-IO:  Every segment of output has a correspondent in input 
(c) IDENT(F)-IO:  Correspondent segments are identical in feature F. 
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I  fonnulate  the  interaction  of words  and  syllables  in  terms  of alignment  constraints;  the 
general form of such constraints is shown in (2): 
(2)  Generalized Alignment Constraint (McCarthy and Prince 1993a:2) 
ALIGN (Cat I, Edge 1, Cat2, Edge2) 
\;j Cat1  :3  Cat2 such that Edge! of Cat! & Edge2 of Cat2 coincide. 
Where Cat1, Cat2 E  Pcat U Gcat & Edgel, Edge2 E  {Right, Left} 
Alignment constraints are parametrized for various categories, whether prosodie or grammati-
cal, and edges, either left or fight.  In languages whose words are syllabified without reference 
to phrasal context, the constraints given in (3) rank high. 
(3)  Constraints against Cross-word syllabification 
(a) ALIGN(Wd,L,cr,L) =  ALIGN-L(Wd, cr):  the left edge of each word aligns with the 
lef! edge of a syllable. 
(b) ALIGN(Wd,R, cr,R) =  ALIGN-R(Wd, cr):  the right edge of each word aligns with 
the right edge of a syllable. 
When  highly  ranked,  these  constraints  enforce  thc  alignmcnt  of  word  and  syllable 
boundaries, so that syllables do  not straddle word boundaries. When lower ranked than other 
phono!ogical  constraints,  however,  constraints  (3a)  and  (3b)  can  bc  violated,  resulting  in 
syllabification across words as  the optimal output.  Thc ranking of (3a-b) in  an  OT gramm  ar 
will allow us to do both word and phrasal syllabification in a single stage of parallel constraint 
evaluation.  In  section  3,  lexamine four  languages  as  case  studies  of the  factors  causing 
syllable/word misalignment; these show that constraints on each part of the syllable (onset, 
nuc1eus,  coda) can  be responsible for  misalignment.  In  section 4,  I show that two of these 
languages  give evidence that the  syllable/word alignmenl constraints playa role  in  phrasal 
syllabification. though they are outranked, as predicted in 01'. 
3 Phrasal Syllabification 
3.1 Misalignment  in Spanish 
Spanish pro vi des a straightforward example of syllabification across word boundaries caused 
by  the requirement that syllables should have onsets (Harris  1983,  1993;  Hualde  1992). The 
constraint requirillg  Oll sets  (4)  is  familiar from  the literature,  and  is  widely attested cross-
Iinguistically. 
(4)  ONSET:  Every syllable begins with a consonant (McCarthy and Prince 1993a: 20) 
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In phrase-initial position, an onsetless syllable is tolerated, as in (5a).  Word-internally,ONsET 
ensures that a single intervocalic consonant appears in  emset rather than coda (5a-c). Phrase-
internally, ONSET plays the same role, ensuring that a single intervocalic consonant is in on  set 
position, as in (5d-fl. 
(5)  a./asulesl  [.a.su.lesl  "blue" 
b./komidal  [.ko.mLöa.]  "food" 
c./kopal  [,ko.pa.]  "cup, goblet" 
vs,  d. Igrandes#ojos#asulesl  [gran.  deo so,j O. sa. su.1 es.]  "big blue eyes" 
e. lasul#oskurol  [  .a.su.los.ku.ro.]  "dark blue" 
f.  Iklub#elegantel  [  .klu.ßekyan.te.]  "elegant club" 
As  onsetless syllables are tolerated phrase-initially, correspondence constraints such as MAX-
IO(V)  and DEP-IO(C)  outrank ONSET;  otherwise, we  would have  vowel  deletion  (a MAX-
IO(V) violation) or consonant epenthesis (a DEP-IO(C) violation) to resolve the lack oI onset. 
In  Tableau  I a,  we see that the presence of the ONSET constraint favors the parsing of single 
intervocalic consonants  into onset rather than coda position.  The constraints aligning word 
and syllable boundaries play no role in word-internal evaluation; at phrase edges, syllable and 
word edges align. 
Tableau la  Phrase-initial and word-internal  lasulesl "blue" 
Max- iDep- O:-.!SET 
.su.les.  *1<a> 
.fa.su.les. 
CU>.a.su.les.  * 
However, phrase-internally, syllabification crosses word boundaries in order to satisfy ONSET, 
resulting in violations of the constraints from  (3), which are outranked. TlIllS, in  Tableau 1  b, 
we  see that ranking these constraints lower than  ONSET gives sylJabification across words as 
the optimal result, despite the misalignments of words and syllabies. 
2 I use .: far syllable baundaries, and .#, for ward boundaries. Underlining in (5d-f) is meant anly to draw the eye 
to the erueial syllabification crossing word boundaries. 
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Tableau I b  Phrase-internal  /grandes#ojos#asules/ "big blue eyes" 
Candidates  Max- On set  Align-L  Align-R 
.gran.des. 'l#ojos. 'l#a.su.les.  *I*(??) 
.Ies. 
s#a.su.les. 
The overall ranking for Spanish is therefore the one shown in (6). 
(6)  ( MAX-IO(V), DEP-IO(C)  } »ONSET»  (ALIGN-L(Wd, cr), ALIGN-R(Wd, cr)  } 
Syllabification  within  a phrase resembles  syllabification  within  a  word.  Though  the  /s/ of 
grandes may be  in  a coda when  the  word is  spoken  in  isolation, that is  because a word in 
isolation  is  a phrase,  and misalignment at  the  edges  is  not  an  option, even  when  important 
syllable phonotactics are  at  stake. The same /s/ of grandes can  be  an  onset phrase-internally 
without  resyllabification,  so  long  as  constraints  evaluate entire  phrases  in  parallel.  Hence, 
distinct syllabifications do not entail multiple syllabification; both are attempting to satisfy the 
most important phonotactics at the expense of the least. 
3.2 Misalignment in Italian 
The second case study, Italian, offers two examples of the misalignment of syllables across 
word  boundaries.  Like  Spanish,  cross-word  syllabification  results  from  the  interaction  of 
syllable phonotactics with alignment constraints; unlike Spanish, where the requirement of a 
consonant in onset position was at issue, in Italian the dominant phonotactics limit the permis-
sible on sets and codas.  The analysis here is based on Wiltshire and Maranzana (1999). 
The first example involves geminate consonants.  Consonant length is generally distinctive 
word internally in  Italian,  but a few  segments (e.g.,  [ts],  [J]  and  [A], are always long except 
phrase-initially, as shown in (7a-c). 
(7)  a. 
b. 
c. 
[.faHa.] 
[.Su.pa.to.] 
[.ca.saHu.  pa.ta.] 
"bandage"  vs.  *  [faSa] 
"ruined"  * [SJupato] 
"ruined house" 
I treat geminates as  two consonantal slots here,  though a moraic analysis  is  also possible 
(see Davis 1999 for a discussion of the representation of geminates). Geminates and other two 
obstruent clusters, when they appear word and phrase-internaIly, are syllabified as a coda plus 
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onset.  This results from  the fact  that standard Italian  onsets are  limited to  clusters such as 
obstruent+glide and obstruent + liquid?  Italian onsets thus require an increase in  sonority, 
based on a scale of sonority such as  that in  (8), proposed by Davis (1990) in his analysis of 
Italian onsets: 
(8) Sonority Hierarchy for Italian (Davis 1990) 
voiceless  voiced  non-cor  cor  glides 
stops  <  stops  <  frics  <  frics  < n  <  m  <  liq  <  vow 
2  3  4  5  6  7  8 
Sonority sequencing refers to the increasing sonority before the syllable peak and decreasing 
sonority following the peak.  Languages may impose a minimal sonority distance requirement 
on  these increases and decreases (Steriade  1982,  Selkirk  1984),  such as  a  requirement that 
onset segments differ in  sonority by  some minimal  amount.  In  OT,  the  minimal sonority 
distance requirements can be seen as a set of constraints universally ranked from least to most 
strict, with different languages differing in  wh  ich of these constraints can be violated due to 
other constraints ranked in between. 
(9)  a.  *EQUALSON 
b. *<2DIFSON 
c. *<4DIFSON 
Syllable margins do not contain segments of equal sonority. 
(aka*<I DIFSON) 
Syllable margins do not contain segments that differ in less than 
2 degrees of sonority. 
Syllable margins do not contain segments that differ in less than 
4 degrees of sonority. 
Universal ranking: *EQUALSON (*<IDIFSON»>*<2DIFSON  »*<4DIFSON 
In  Italian,  stops followed by liquids and glides make good onsets,  but consonants of equal 
sonority  are  never permitted in  onset position.  The constraint  *EQUALSON  therefore ranks 
high, and, by this ranking, geminates, which consist of two consonants of equal sonority, are 
associated with the coda of one syllable and the onset of another word and phrase-internally. 
In  order for  such  syllabifications  to  be chosen  as  optimal  word  and  phrase-internally, 
*EQUALSON  must outrank the widely attested NOCODA  constraint from (10), as  one half of 
the geminate is forced into coda position. 
(10)  NOCODA:  Syllables end with a vowel. 
::I  Italian  has  a few other rare  but  permissible onset clusters, such as  Ipnl and  !kn/;  the minimal sonority distance 
requirement of +4 will allow these as onsets according to Davis's seale in  (8). 
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Tableau 2a i1lustrates that two other correspondence constraints must also rank high in Italian: 
DEP-IO(V), which bans epenthesis as a solution to an on set or coda cluster of consonants with 
equal sonority, and MAX-IO(C), which bans consonant deletion.  Note that the alignment con-
straint on words and syllables is inactive in the word-internal case. 
Tableau 2a  Word-internal 
*Equal 
Son 
*! 
*! 
fascia  "bandage" = [.faSJa.l 
Max-IO  No 
Phrase-internally, as  in  Tableau 2b,  we have evidence that the  word/syllable alignment con-
straints  are  violable in  order to  satisfy  *EQUALSON.  The result is  that word boundaries are 
ignored, and phrase-internal and word-internal syllabification look identical. 
Tableau 2b  Phrase-internal  casa sciupata "house ruined" =  casaU-Slupata 
*Equal  Dep-IO  Max-IO  No  Align-UR 
Son 
*! 
*! 
A different result  is  seen  in  phrase-initial  position,  where  there  is  no  option for  the  word-
initial geminate to be realized with  its first half in a coda.  Here the ranking gives us deletion 
of the word-initial  consonant,  so  that MAX-IO(C)  is  c1early  outranked  by  *EQUALSON  and 
DEP- IO(V).  Again, (mis)-alignment of words and syllables is not an  option here, since thefe 
is no previous word to syllabify with. 
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Tableau 2c Phrase-initial  sciupata "ruined" =  [Ju.pa.ta.] 
*Equal  Dep-lO  Max-lO  No  Align-UR 
Son 
*1 
Thus the behavior of geminates in phrase-internal vs. phrase-initial position appears different, 
but can be handled by the same set of constraints. The same high ranked syllable phonotactic, 
which  limits  onset  and  coda clusters,  ensures  that  geminates  are  either split between  two 
syllables (both within and across words) or shortened to a single consonant (phrase-initially). 
The second example of misalignment  in  Italian involves word-initial clusters of Isl plus a 
consonant  and  the  doubling  of  initial  consonants  known  as  raddoppiamento  sintattico 
(Chierchia  1986, Saltarelli  1970,  Vogel  1977).  When a word ends in  a stressed  vowel, the 
consonant beginning the following word may be  doubled  (lla-b).  I will return to the truly 
doubling types later, but first note that in (11 c-d), misalignment makes the standard doubling 
of an initial consonant unnecessary. 
(11)  a./pulita/  [p]ulita  "clean"  citta[pp  ]ulita  "a clean city" 
b. Itristel  [t]riste  "sad"  citta[tt]riste  "a sad city" 
c.ISupata/  UJupata  "ruined"  cittaUS]upata  "a ruined city" 
d./sporkol  [sp]orco  "filthy"  citta[sp]orca  "a filthy city" 
In Wiltshire and Maranzana (1999), we analyzed the phenomenon as  the effect of the con-
straint PKPROM,  which motivates misalignment or insertion of an  initial consonant in order to 
make a stressed syllable heavy: 
(12)  PKPROM:  xis a more harmonie stress peak than y if xis heavier than y. 
(Prinee and Smolensky 1993: 39) 
Thus, a form like *cit.tri.pulita, with a light stressed syllable tri,  is less harmonie than one like 
ciurip.pulita,  which  has  the  stressed  syllable  elosed  with  a  consonant;  in  some  eases  the 
eonsonant closing the  stressed syllable  is  epenthetic,  as  in  (11 a-b),  and  in  other eases, it is 
underlying, as in (llc-d). 
Looking  more closely  at  the  (11 d)  case,  we  see  that IsCI  clusters  are  tolerated phrase-
initially, despite violating the constraint *<4DIFSON from (9).  Thus, *<4 DIFSON must be out-
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ranked by the correspondence constraints MAx-IO(C) and DEP-IO(V), leaving its violation as 
optimal to the alternatives, phrase-initially. 
Tableau 3a: Phrase-initial sC 
*Equal 
Son 
specchio "mirror" =  [.spek.kj.o] 
Dep-IO  Max-IO  *<4Dif  No 
In  phrase-internal  position,  however,  *<4DIFSON  can  be  satisfied  where  possible  by 
syllabification of the /s/ into coda position with  a preceding word-final  vowel.  The word-
syllable alignment constraint, as weil as NOCODA, therefore ranks lower than *<4DIFSON. 
Tableau 3b: Phrase-internal sC 
*Eq 
Son 
citta sporca "filthy city" = [cittäs.porka] 
Pk  Dep-IO  *<4Dif  No  Align-RIL 
PEAKPROM is included in Tableau 3b to show that it is satisfied in such cases, so that the dou-
bling seen in raddoppiamento sintattico is unnecessary.  I return to the doubling of (Ila-b) in 
seetion 4.2. 
Thus, we have seen that, in Italian, syllables cross word boundaries in order to satisfy on set 
restrictions  against geminates and  /sC/ clusters,  as  weil  as  correspondence constraints DEP-
IO(V) and MAX-IO(C). In both Italian and Spanish, we are seeing syllable phonotactics on the 
on set,  whether requiring  or restricting them,  drive  syllabification across  words.  These two 
cases also involve the syllabification of an entire segment with material from a different word; 
the  segment can be any consonant in  Spanish and the /s/ of /sC/ clusters in Italian. For the 
geminates  in  Italian,  it  is  possible  that  less  than  a  full  segment  is  spread,  depending  on 
whether a geminate is  considered to  be two C-slots or a consonant with a mora.  In  the next 
two case studies, we see clearer cases of subsegmental misalignment across words, involving 
mOfas and features. 
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3,3 Mora Misalignment in Luganda 
Luganda shows two types of compensatory lengthening (CL) which apply within morphemes, 
across  morpheme  boundaries,  and  across  word  boundaries  within  a  phonological  phrase 
(Clements  1986, Herbert 1975, Tucker 1962). In  the first, prenasalization lengthening, nasals 
which are preceded by vowels and followed by stops or fricatives surface as  prenasalization 
on the following consonant, while the preceding vowel is realized as long, as shown in (13): 
(13) Prenasalization lengthening 
a.  Iku+lindaJ  [kulii"da]  "to wait" 
b.  Imu+lenzil  [mulee"zi]  "boy" 
c.  Imu+ntul  [muu"tu]  "person" 
d.  Iba+ntul  [baa"tu]  "people" 
e.  I#buta+lab+a# #njovul  [butalabaa"jovu]  "to not see elephants" 
f.  l#si+agala##mvaJ  [saagalaamva]  "don't Iike vegetable relish' 
c.f.  g.  ImvaJ  [l1}va]  "vegetable relish" 
The second type of CL, glide formation lengthening, results when a high vowel is followed by 
a vowel in another morpheme; the first vowel is realized as the corresponding glide, while the 
second is realized as a long vowel, as in (14). 
(14) Glide Formation lengthening 
a.  Ili+atol 
b.  Iki+umaJ 
c.  Imu+oyol 
d./mu+ikol 
e. 10+lu+naku##0+lu+ol 
f.  la+ba+kulu##a+ba+ol 
[JYaato] 
[kYuuma] 
[mWooyo] 
[mWiiko] 
[olunakwoolwo] 
[abakuIWaabo] 
"boat" 
"metal object" 
"'soul" 
"trowel" 
"that day" 
"those elders" 
To  see  how  the  two  forms  of compensatory  lengthening  involve  misalignment of a  mora 
across a word boundary, consider the structures in (15): 
(15) Subsyllabic segment crosses word boundaries: 
a.  (J  (J  (J  (J  b.  (J  (J  (J  (J  (J 
11  ~  ~ 
[fl  fl  fl  fl]Wd[fl  fl]Wd  [fl  fl  fl  fl]Wd[fl  fl]Wd 
sa a  ga  la  a  Illva  o  lu nakwo  olwo 
In (ISa), the mora from the Iml of ImvaJ is syllabified with the preceding vowel of the preced-
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ing word, making it  long, though the mora is part of the underlying form of the second word. 
Similarly, in  (l5b), the mora ofthe word-final vowel is realized in  a syllable that contains the 
initial vowel of the following word. 
In  Wiltshire  (1999),  I connected  the  two  types  of CL in  an  OT account  involving the 
satisfaction of the correspondence constraints in  (l6a-c), while violating the constraint (l6d). 
That is, moras and features are preserved at the expense of the input location of some mora. 
(l6)  a. MAx-IO(J.l)  Every mora of the Input has a correspondent in the Output. 
(Rosenthall 1997) 
b. MAx-IO([nas])  Every instance of [nasal] in the Input has a correspondent in the 
Output. 
c. MAX-IO([V -feat])  Every instance of [V -feat]  in  the  Input has  a correspondent in 
the Output. 
d.  IDEN-10(11)  Correspondent segments in Input and Output have identical val-
ues for weight. (Rosenthall  1997) 
The driving force behind the prenasalization is  (l7a); a coda condition to capture the fact that 
Luganda has no coda nasals unless they are in the first half of a geminate. This constraint is to 
be understood as  satisfied by non-crisp alignment (lto and Mester 1994), which means that so 
long  as  the  feature  [nasal]  does  align  with  the  left edge  of some  syllable,  it mayaIso be 
associated  with  other segments  not  at  the  left edge.  Examples of structures  satisfying and 
violating (l7a) are given below in (l7b). Violation occurs when a [nasal] feature attaches only 
to a segment at the right edge of a syllable, i.e., in the coda. 
(17) a.  Align-Left ([nasal], cr): The feature [nasal] is aligned with the left edge of a syllable 
(i.e., on set position Iicenses the feature [nasal]). 
satisfies  (17a) 
cr  cr 
11\11 
CVCCV 
\j 
[nasal] 
satisfies  (l7a) 
cr  cr 
11\11 
CVCCV 
[nasal] 
doesn't satisfy (l7a) 
cr  cr 
11\11 
CVCCV 
[nasal] 
Prenasalized  stops  in  the  output  satisfy  ALIGN-L(nasal),  sinee  the  feature  [nasal]  is 
associated with the initial  segment of a syllable.  The high ranking of this constraint, along 
with  MAX- IO(nasal),  forces  the  nasal  of the  input to  attach  itself to  the  following  onset. 
Ranking  the  correspondence  constraint  MAX-IO(I1)  above  lDEN-IO(I1)  preserves  the  mora 
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from  the input nasal, but allows it to be attached to the preceding vowel. In the word-internal 
and phrase-initial cases, once again alignment of words with syllabi es plays no role. 
Tableau 4  Word-internal  /rnu+ntu/ "person" =  [muuntu] 
Align-L  Max-IO  Max-IO  Iden-IO  Align-UR 
.mun.tu  . 
.  mu.ntu 
.muu.tu 
Tableau 5a Phrase-initial  /mvaJ "vegetable relish" =  [n:lVa]4 
Align-L  Max-IO  Max-IO  Iden-IO  Align-LIR 
::Ir  .rn,va. 
In the phrase-internal case, however, in order to have the same prenasalization, the alignment 
of words and syllables must be violated.  The ranking is illustrated in Tableau 5b: 
Tableau 5b Phrase-internal  /si+agala # mvaJ "don't Iike vegetable relish"  = [saagalaamva] 
Align-L  Max-IO  Max-IO  Iden- Align-UR 
saa.  la#m.va 
saa.  la.m#va 
saa. 
Glide-formation  compensatory  lengthening  follows  basically  the  same  logic,  with  the 
major difference being that the driving force is a constraint against diphthongs, as in (18). 
4  While  the  syllabic  nasal  wins  phrase-initially,  where  there  is  no  option  of prcservation  of the  mora  by 
association  with  a preccding vowel, presumably  a high ranking  constraint  against syllabic nasals  prevents this 
option from winning phrase-rnedially. 
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(18) No Diphthongs (NoDIPH)  *cr  (Rosenthall 1997) 
By the  ranking of this  constraint above  IDEN-IO(f./),  when two  vowels are  in  hiatus  word-
internally, the diphthong is avoided but input moras are preserved.  As shown in Tableau (6a), 
alignment is vacuously satisfied in the word-internal case; however, Tableau (6b) reveals that 
the  constraint against misalignment must  again  rank  low  so  that  the  same result is  found 
phrase-internally. 
Tableau 6a 
Candidates 
.Ii 
.Fa.to  . 
.  Iaa.to . 
.  IYaa.to. 
Tableau 6b 
Candidates 
.na.ku#o.lW 0 
Word-internal /li+ato/ "boat" = Waato] 
No  Max-IO  Max-IO  Iden-IO  Align-RIL 
Phrase-internal  /o+lu+naku # o+lu+o/ "that day"  =  [0IunakW oolW o]5 
No 
, 
Max-IO  Max-IO  Iden- IO(f./)! 
*!* 
*!* 
,  ,  ,  , 
Align-RIL 
Thus, for both types of compensatory lengthening, the phonotactic constraints on well-formed 
syllabies, NoDIPH and ALIGN-L(nas)  rank high to motivate the difference between input and 
output.  The relative ranking of MAX-IO(f./)  above IDEN-IO(f./)  allows for the preservation of 
the  mora in  a  new  location,  while  the  low  ranking  of ALIGN-UR(Wd,  cr)  allows  for  that 
.5  A high ranking constraint prevents long-vowels from appearing phrase~final1y. 
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preservation  even  at  the  cost  of misalignment  of the  syllable  and  word  boundaries.  The 
overall ranking is thus: 
(19)  {MAx-IO(f,l).  NoDIPH. ALIGN-L(nas), MAx-IO(nas),MAx-IO(V-feat)} 
»  {IDEN-IO(f,l), ALIGN-UR(Wd, cr)} 
Note  that both types  of compensatory  lengthening  require  only  general  cross-linguistically 
motivated constraints.  In each case, syllabification crosses words to satisfy MAX-IO(f,l) plus a 
syllable well-formedness constraint, either on  the coda (ALIGN-L(nas))  or nucleus (NoDIPH). 
The following example shows similarly that sub-segmental units can be syllabified with a dif-
ferent word due to coda constraints; in this case, features rather than moras are misaligned. 
3.4  Feature Misalignment in Tamil 
Features are a second kind of subsegment that can be shared across word edges due to syllable 
phonotactics. In Tamil, coda constraints force adjacent word-final and word-initial consonants 
to share features of  place of articulation.
6  In examples (20a-d), we see words with plural suf-
fixes  or emphatic clitics; examples (20e-g)  are  compounds (Christdas  1988). In  both cases, 
ward-final nasals assimilate in pI ace to the following obstruent. 
(20)  a. Jmaram+kall  tree + pI  [mAr;Jl)g;J ]  "trees" 
b. Jmaram+ taaQJ  tree + emph  [  mAr;Jndil]  "tree" (emph) 
c. Jpasan + kali  child + pI  [pAS;Jl)g;J ]  "children" 
d. Jvayal + taanJ  field + emph  [  vAj;Jldil]  "field" (emph) 
e. Jpallam#kaasJ  money# cash  [pAll;Jl)kasUJ ]  "money" 
f.  Jmaram# tSetiJ  tree # plant  [mAr;Jj1tSE<U]  "vegetation" 
g. Jkolam#tool11iJ  pond # dredge  [k*ntoll<U]  "tool for dredging  ponds" 
In phrases, we see the same phenomenon of nasal pI ace assimilation across words, though 
phrase-final nasals are deleted (Wiltshire 1998). 
(21)  a. mt ---:0- nt  JkontSaml JterijumJ  [bj1d3;JntErlUjil] 
little  knows  "knows a little" 
b. mk -->l)k  JneeramJJkaalamlJkitajaataaJ  [ner;Jl)kal ;Jl)klq,;Jj ada] 
time  season there-isn't-ill!,  '''isn't there a proper time?" 
c. np --> mp  JenJ JpeerJ  [jEmperru] 
my  name  "my name" 
6  Note that  voiee and  placc assimilation  aet  differently,  as  voieing assimilation occurs  only word-internally.  I 
deal  only with placc here, since it acts the same in both word and phrase internal positions. 
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d.  nk ~l)k  lavanllkeekkiraanl 
he  hear-pres-he 
['IAv:ll)kekkrra) 
"he hears" 
To see how this assimilation results in  a sub segment being shared across word boundaries, 
consider the diagram in (22): 
(22) Subsyllabic segment crosses word boundaries: 
0'  0'  0'  0'  0' 
11  11  11 
C V C C V C]Wd[C V C V C V 
V 
[cor) 
Here the pi ace features from the second word are linked to a coda consonant syllabified with 
the  first  word.  As  in  Luganda prenasalization compensatory lengthening,  the  sharing of a 
sub- segment is motivated by a coda restrietion, here NOCODApI. This constraint, which is also 
evaluated to allow non-crisp alignment, requires that each consonantal pi ace of articulation be 
Iinked at the left edge of a syllable; hence, a coda consonant may not have a place of articula-
tion distinct from that of the following on set consonant. 
(23)  NOCODA Plo  a.k.a. AUGN-L(C-Place, 0'):  each instance of consonantal place aligns 
with the left edge of some syllable 
Place assimilation requires that NOCODA  PI  outranks a correspondence constraint on the fea-
tures of consonantal place, MAX-IO(C-Pl). The overall ranking appears in (24), and includes 
the correspondence constraints MAX-IO(C) and DEP-IO(V) . 
(24)  {NOCODApI, MAx-IO(C), DEP-IO(V)  } »MAX-IO(C-PL). 
By this ranking, the consonant is preserved in  the output, to satisfy MAX-IO(C), but its place 
features  may be deleted,  to  satisfy NOCODA  PI.  By ranking DEP-IO(V)  high,  no epenthetic 
vowels appear in the output in order to rescue the place features from appearing in the coda. 
Tableau 7a shows this ranking for  stern-final nasals; the alignment constraint on words and 
syllable  edges  is  not  violated  by  anything  involved in  the  internal  assimilation  and  is  left 
unmarked, though the question of the right edge of phrases is an  interesting one, discussed in 
Wiltshire (1998). 
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Tableau 7a Word-internal  Imaram + taanl  "tree" (emph) = [mAr;J!!dlij 
Candidates  No  Max-IO,  Dep-IO  Max-IO  Align-UR 
CodaPl 
*! 
.ma.rli.dlili  . 
.  ma.ra.mu.dlili. 
ran.dlilin. 
As  in  word-internal assimilation, the same ranking results in phrase-internal assimilation, giv-
ing the feature  misalignment as  shown in  (22)  above,  with the  coronal of the  second ward 
associated with a consonant at the end of a syllable in the first ward. 
Tableau 7b  Phrase-internal  IkontSaml  Iterijuml "knows a little" =  [bj1d3;Jn#tfrIjil] 
No  Max-IO  Dep-IO  Max-IO  Align-RIL 
CodaPl 
*! 
.koj1 .tSa.#te.ri ...  *!<m> 
mU.#te.ri ... 
Thus, the sub-segmental features of place of articulation cross the ward boundary to satisfy 
NOCODApl in Tamil. 
We have seen  throughout section  3  that  constraints on any  part of the  syllable  may  be 
responsible for misalignment of ward and syllable edges.  On  set phonotactics, either requiring 
or limiting onsets, farce segments to  cross  into a syllable with segments of another ward in 
Spanish and Italian. A constraint on the rhyme, NoDIPH,  results in  material from  two words 
sharing a syllable at the boundary in  Luganda.  Finally, constraints on the coda playa role in 
sharing subsegmental features from one ward into a syllable of an adjacent ward, for maras in 
Luganda and  place features  in  Tamil.  All  of these  analyses  have  used syllable constraints 
which  are widely attested cross-linguisticaIly, which  is  one benefit of an Optimality Theory 
analysis.  In  the following section, I will propose that the fully  parallel  version of OT used 
thus  far  has  another advantage;  it  predicts  that the  word-alignment constraints  are  present 
even  in  grammars  in  which  they  are  violated  because they rank  lower than  same syllable 
phonotactic constraint. 
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4 Comparison with alternatives 
Although  the  observations  of the  preceding  section  could  be  farmulated  in  rule-based or 
constraint-based  accounts  in  which  ward-level  syllabification  precedes  phrasal  resyllabifi-
cation, I want to show now how fully parallelOT captures an  aspect of word-edge alignment 
that other such accounts would miss.  That is that the constraints in  (3) are not turned off, but 
merely overridden.  I will illustrate using Spanish (4.1) and Italian (4.2) examples. 
4.1 Spanish alignment in action 
In  Spanish,  word-edge  alignment  plays  a  role  in  phrasal  syllabification  even  though  it  is 
violated in  some cases.  In  ward-internal cases, we  saw that Spanish prefers to syllabify sin-
gle intervocalic consonants as  onsets rather than codas (seetion 3.1).  In fact, word-internaIly, 
Spanish prefers to maximize onsets rather than tolerate codas, so that clusters of consonants 
will be parsed in the onset rather than coda plus onset, if possible. 
(25)  a. /soplo/  [.so.!2!o.]  *[.sop.lo.]  "breath" 
b. /ablar/  [.a.Blar.]  *[.aB.lar.]  "talk" 
c. /peregrino/  [.pe.re·YIi.no.]  *[.pe.rey.ri.no.]  "pi1grim" 
We also saw that a word-final consonant would syllabify with a following word-initial vowel, 
so  that an  intervocalic consonant is  always realized as  an  onset,  whether ar not the syllable 
has  to  cross a word boundary.  However, a word-final consonant does  not syllabify across a 
word- boundary if the following word has  an  on set, even though a well-formed onset would 
result.  Instead, the word-final consonant is parsed in the coda, violating NOCODA. 
(26)  a. /klub#lindo/  [.kluB.lin.do.]  *[klu.ßlin.do.]  "beautiful club" 
b. /cef#loko/  [.cef.lo.ko.]  *[ce.f!.o.ko.]  "crazy chef' 
c. /benid#rapido/  [. be. nio.ra.pi.oo.]  *  [be.ni.ora. pi .00.]  "come (pI. imp.) 
quickly" 
Since the following word is  consonant-initial and already has  an  onset, syllabification aligns 
with the word boundaries, and any word-final consonant is in the coda.  This gives the appear-
ance of different rules of syllabification in  phrases than ward-internally, since a cluster such 
as /bl/ is treated as a good on  set within a word ([.a.ßlar.]), but as a coda plus onset in a phrase 
([.klu!1.[in.do.]).  Accounts which use different levels of syllabification far wards and phrases 
have to postulate distinct syllabification rules (Hualde  1992).  However, the generalization is 
that word edges coincide with syllable edges unless a syllable would lack an  onset.  Interest-
ingly,  the  same  generalization  holds  across  prefix-edges.  Unless  a  syllable  would lack  an 
onset (27a-c), prefix edges coincide with syllable edges (27d-f). 
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(27)  a. /des+igual/  [.de.si.gwal.]  *  [.des.i.gwal.]  "unequal" 
b. /sub+alterno/  [.su.ßal.ter.no.]  *  [.suß.a.l.ter.no.]  "subordinate" 
e. /in+esperado/  [.i.nes.pe.ra.öo.]  *[.in.es.pe. ra.öo.]  "unexpeeted" 
d. /sub+lu.nar/  [.suß.lu.mir.]  *[.su.ßlu.nar]  "sublunar" 
e. /sub+lingwal/  [.suß.lil).gwal.]  *  [.su.ßIil).gwal.]  "sub  lingual" 
f. /ad+risar/  [.aö.ri.sar.]  *[.a.öri.sar.]  "to right 
(nautieal)" 
Although  ONSET  must outrank the constraints aligning word and syllable edges,  these con-
straints do assert themselves when  onset is  satisfied, even at the expense of NOCODA.  Thus 
the  ranking  that  simultaneously gives  us  maximal  on sets  within  words  and  syllabification 
across words only in cases in which a word would otherwise be onsetless is shown in (28). 
(28)  ONSET»  ALIGN-R, ALIGN-L»  NOCODA 
Though  the  word  alignment eonstraints  are  outranked,  they  assert  themselves  if ONSET  is 
al ready  satisfied,  as  shown  in  Tableau  8.  Word-internal  clusters  form  maximalonsets 
because of the ranking of ONSET  above NOCODA,  while word-final consonants do not eross 
word boundaries to form maximal on sets beeause of the ranking of the alignment eonstraints. 
I analyze prefixes as separated from the base by  a prosodie word bracket; arguments for this 
analysis ean be found in Wiltshire (to appear). 
Tableau 8 Partial Analysis 
ablar  a.ßlar. 
'to talk'  aß.lar. 
klu.ß # e.le. yan.te. 
club'  kluß# e.le. yan.tc 
klub # lindo  klu.ß # \in.do 
sub+lu.nar 
'sublunar'  .suß. # IU.nar 
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Thus,  though  a  word-final  consonant may be syllabified differently in  different phrasal 
contexts,  rules of resyllabification  are  not required.  Furthermore,  we  do  not  need rules of 
syllabification across word boundaries that differ from those within words, as in the different 
syllabifications of fbl/ word-internally vs. across words. Instead, the presence of the alignment 
constraints on word and syllable boundaries provides for different syllabifications in different 
contexts, although it is overruled if the high ranked ONSET constraint is at stake. 
4.2  Italian alignment in action 
I now return to raddoppiamento sintaUico in Italian, illustrated in section 3.2, in which word-
final  stressed syllables have to  be  heavy,  and use a  consonant from  the following  word if 
necessary. We saw that if a word began with a geminate or sC cluster, word alignment was 
violated; these sequences did not form ideal onsets, so the first consonant was syllabified into 
the coda of the final syllable of the preceding word.  However, words that begin with a single 
consonant  or  a  good  onset  cluster  have  a  consonant  doubled  to  satisfy  PKPROM,  the 
requirement that a  stressed syllable is  heavy;  these  were the  examples  in  (lla-b), such as 
triste 'sad', [tSittattristel  'a sad city'.  Thus, when the word-initial onset is already acceptable 
in  Italian,  word- alignment is  satisfied at the expense of DEP-IO(C),  the constraint against 
epenthetic consonants on the surface. 
As shown in Tableau 9, due to the ranking of alignment above DEP-IOeC), a good cluster is 
not broken across boundaries, nor are the word edges realigned or shifted. 
Tableau 9  Input: ItSitta tristel  "a sad city" 
Candidates  PkProm 
*' 
However, while IsCI is treated as a tolerable cluster, phrase-initially, it is only tolerated when 
nothing better is available. Phrase-medially, following a vowel-final word, the constraint 
ranking determines that a better option is to break the cluster across words. 
Tableau 10  Input: ItSitta sporka/  "a filthy city" 
PkProm  *<4difson 
*!  * 
*' 
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Thus,  the  logic  of the  ranking  is  that  Itrl  and  Ispl  are  different  because  one  satisfies 
*<4DIFSON  and the other does not.  While the word/syllable alignment constraints are ranked 
low enough to  be violated in  order to improve the satisfaction of *<4DIFSON,  they still playa 
role in Italian by encouraging clusters such as Itrl to stay tagether, with a DEP-IO(C) violation 
resulting instead. 
Compare !his account to Peperkamp (1997), who appeals to levels of syllabification. In her 
account,  the  resyllabification of triste  is  blocked by  a kind of FAITHFULNESS  to previously 
built lexical syllabifications, so that at the phrasal level, the initial consonant must be doubled 
to  satisfy the weight requirement of the preceding stressed syllable.  Such an  account would 
then  have difficulty with handling l#sCI cases, where the equivalent "resyllabification" does 
happen, misaligning the ward boundary by putting a ward-initial Isl into the stressed syllable 
of the preceding ward. That is, if we use two levels and faithfunless to  lexical structure and 
rank it high, we can get [tfittat.triste] but also *[[tfittas.sporkaJ, while if we rank faithfulness 
low,  we  can  get  [[tSittas.porka]  but  also  *[[tSittat.riste].  A  possible  alternative  analysis to 
preserve  Peperkamp's  approach  would  be  to  treat  the  Isl  in  an  IsCI  cluster  as  at  least 
temporarily extraprosodic, though extraprosodicity is generally avoided in OT.  In  this case, it 
seems to be merely a way  to  look ahead to  the phrasal  context, since a special  structure is 
being built lexically for IsCI clusters in order to accomodate their phrasal syllabification. 
The account here, which is  also based on Wiltshire and Maranzana (1999), uses indepen-
dently  motivated  onset  sonarity  sequencing  constraints  (Davis  1990),  which  capture  the 
different behavior of ward-initial clusters in the raddoppiarnento sintattico contexts in Italian. 
Furthermare, as  with Spanish syllabification, we da not require levels of syllabification or re-
syllabification as  in  previous rule or constraint-based analyses.  Finally, the use of the ward! 
syllable alignment constraints shows a phenomenon that is  an  essential claim of OT:  though 
constraints  may  be  outranked in  a grammar,  they  will  express  themselves when  the higher 
ranked constraints are tied. 
5 Conclusions 
In each case discussed here, the syllabification of words in  isolation and in  phrases has been 
shown  to  result  from  the  same  ranked  set  of constraints  within  each  language;  hence 
resyllabification at word-edges is  shown to be unnecessary in a constraint-based account. Syl-
labification  crosses  ward  boundaries  to  satisfy  constraints  on  syllable  markedness  (on set 
requirement, onset, nucleus, and  coda restrietions) and IO correspondence at the expense of 
alignment. In  each analysis, the markedness constraints involved are justified cross linguisti-
cally,  language specifically, and  word-internally,  so that it  should be no  surprise to see the 
role they play aCfOSS words in phrases. 
An OT account is best able to capture the role of the constraints aligning ward and syllable 
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edges  even  in  languages  in  which  they  are  sometimes violated  due  to  higher ranking con-
straints.  Rather than requiring a set of rules ordered with resyllabification, constraints at the 
edges  account  for  the  limitations  of  cross-word  syllabification,  and  provides  far 
syllabification  with  independently motivated constraints on  prosodie  structures, so that OT 
need not resort to multiple levels, but instead can be a truly parallel system. 
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